Fig. 1 One-line figure caption is centered under the figure. Make a space above the figure caption.

Subscripts and superscripts should clearly be typed, and the manuscript should be reviewed carefully to ensure there is no ambiguity in presentation. Numbers and letters that are intended to be subscripts or superscripts should not be aligned with the rest of the text.

All data should be reported in SI units. Decimals should always be shown by periods and not by commas or centered dots.

4. FIGURES AND TABLES

4.1 Figures Care should be taken to ensure that figures are contained within the typing area. All original drawings should be prepared. As a general rule, lettering (i.e., font type and size) in the figures should be comparable to that in the text. Color and black/white photographs are allowed in digital format with sufficient resolution to permit high-quality reproduction, and imported into the manuscript. Use or insert .jpg, .tiff, .gif, or similar program files for illustrations. Do not use PowerPoint or graphic constructions as they provide poor quality illustrations.

Figures should be numbered consecutively, and they are referred as, e.g., Fig. 1, with a single letter space between the word “Fig.” and the Arabic numeral, but do not abbreviate it if it appears at the beginning of a sentence; namely, not “Fig. 1 shows …” but “Figure 1 shows …” at the beginning of a sentence.

Place figures centered on the width of the text page, either at the top or bottom of the page as close as possible to their first mentioning text. Figure captions should appear below the respective figure. Type the word “Fig.” and its number followed by two-letter space. Then, type the caption single spaced, with an initial capital for the first word and for proper nouns only. Provide relevant spacing around the figure.

4.2 Tables When tables are referred in the text, they should be referred to as Table 1, Table 5, etc. (i.e., with a single letter space between the word “Table” and the Arabic numeral). Separate the title from the column heads, ranks within column heads, column heads from table body, and table body from table footnotes or source.